
PHGH Doctors 
Friends and Family Test 

 
How likely are you to recommend our service to friends and family if they needed similar 

care or treatment? 
 
 

 
 
Total responses = 58 
 
What is the main reason for your answer to the question?  
 

Comments 

  

  
Good service reception are understanding good GP's 

All staff work above their duties, never going to another practice 

Dr Kaufman and Dr Sneath are very competent efficient and kind all reception are helpful and 
kind  

Local, friendly and professional. Huge improvement in clerical staff 

Good place, plenty of good Doctors, good location 

Local, good customer service 

no comment 

Dr is very caring and helpful, but appointments are hard to get 

I am proud of my Doctor 

Dr grossmark is Fabulous 

no comment 

Sheba is fantastic 

Sheba is always sensitive, efficient and organised 

February 2015 

Extremely likely

Likely

Neither likely nor unlikely

Unlikely

Extremely unlikely

Don't know



I have been very happy at this surgery with the level of care myself and daughter have received 

no comment 

Efficient kind and excellent GP's 

Good service, quick appointment 

Always helpful, prompt appt and caring Drs and Staff, would recommend without hesitation 

I think you offer an exceptional service 

always treated with respect  

staff always very helpful and welcoming 

seen on time 

Very Good response from Dr's and staff 

Mostly happy sometimes takes a long time to get an appointment 

  

Difficulty in getting an appointment 

Doctors are very good 

The Gps have been really helpful and kind I can always get an emergency appointment if its 
needed 

Quality of Gps excellent , but trying to get an appointment is difficult 

I have been a patient here for 45 years and have always been satisfied 

no comment 

I have always found the staff helpful 

Excellent service  

Drs are excellent, especially the GP I usually see she is the world’s top class she gives kind, good 
and she is very wise 

no comment 

The doctors are very good, reception are helpful and efficient and always friendly 

would prefer to see the same GP when I come to the practice 

99% of the time you get an appointment on the day that one calls feel very confident with my GP 

very good doctors, staff helpful nice atmosphere 

It is an organised practice and would recommend it 

The practice has been very caring and always happy to give appt where possible 

The staff are wonderful the reception do a great job with very demanding patients  

no comment 

everybody is so helpful, kind surgery very clean, although the chairs could be cleaned very stained  

no comment  

no comment 

no comment 

very good practice caring nurses and reception staff work very hard and have to deal with very 
difficult patients 

Always receive excellent professional care and a high service of care  

Dr Kaufman is excellent GP, compassionate and listens without a lot of ego, fantastic reception 
staff, Tracy is a star 

Good service 



Most of the Doctors are really helpful and friendly 

no comment 

there is always a Dr avalible  

the staff are always helpful and try to accommodate where possible 

Good service but difficult to get an appointment 

no comment 

 


